Oct 29, 2020

COVID-19 UPDATE
The ACC continues to monitor the evolving COVID-19 situation in Taiwan and guests will continue to be
welcomed to the Club as long as these three conditions are met:
1. New cases do not rise above five locally-transmitted cases cumulatively over a period of three consecutive
days;
2. The CECC does not declare community spread in any one village or city; and,
3. Government restrictions on tourists and other passengers flying into Taiwan remain in place.
Should any one of these conditions no longer be met (i.e. with the normalization of international flights), the guest
ban as it previously existed will be immediately reinstated to protect the health of the Members, their children and
our staff.
After reinstatement of the guest ban, the Club's covid-19 taskforce will reevaluate the situation regularly and make
adjustments as necessary.

How you can help
The Club's protocols for Members introducing guests rely on Members' cooperation. When using the guest
registration system, Members commit to the following terms and conditions that are prominently posted in the
lobby:
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It is expected that Members will ask their guests the three questions mentioned here and that Members will ensure
that their guests' names are properly recorded in the Club's Guest book for potential COVID-19 tracing
procedures. Your Board of Governors asks for – and expects – all Members to cooperate with these protocols and
to ensure that their guests' names are clearly and accurately recorded in the Guest Book. Our Security staff monitor
the sign-in process and are reviewing the Guest Book regularly. Members who fail to cooperate with the letter and
spirit of the Club’s COVID-19 Guest Protocols (i.e. by writing "guest" or "plus 3" etc. in the Guest Book) may have
their privileges to introduce guests suspended or be subject to other disciplinary procedures.
These and other measures have been put in place to protect the entire ACC community – Members, their families
and employees alike – particularly the most vulnerable amongst us. We thank you for your cooperation and
understanding.

On behalf of the Board of Governors,
David Brightling
General Manager

